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The pack includes:
•

one example answer for each question in the examination paper

•

the database from which the answers are based – Version1

•

another two database solutions:
o

Version2 a macro based solution that shows the same database but
has used an AutoNumber solution in the customer and product
table to generate the keys and different criteria in the stock query.

o

Version 3 a coded solution – there is no requirement for candidates
to learn how to code but some centres adopt this approach. It is
fine as long as candidates clearly show the evidence the
examination paper asks for.

Please note there were many different ways candidates could have implemented
the solution and that this is in no way put forward as the best. It is purely
designed to be an aid for both teachers and students completing unit 7.
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Activity 1
Introduction
Activity 1 is designed to test 7.2 of the unit specification i.e. the Functional
Specification. Any aspect of 7.2 can be tested in any one examination.

Part A

In this instance candidates were tested on their ability to be able to recognise
and name processes.

An Example Answer
Process
Calculate Total Cost
Generate New Order
Number
Generate New
CustomerID
Reduce Stock Level

Input(s)
Quantity of product
Cost of product
Highest existing order
number
Highest existing
CustomerID
Current stock level
Quantity of product
ordered

Output(s)
Total Cost
“ORD”&highest existing
order number+1
Highest existing
CustomerID +1
New stock level
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Notes
At times candidates tend to provide long winded commentaries as opposed to
process descriptions. Or they repeat the input and process. For example:
Process
When the details of the customer have been entered by the user the customer
ID will need to be worked out and the customer ID will need to go up by one
Current stock level –quantity of product ordered = new stock level
Quantity*Total Cost
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Part B

An Example Answer
Step
Select Customer
Add order date
Display message
Add total cost of order
Select product
Add order number
Add quantity of product

Input
X

Generated

Output

X
X
X
X
X
X

Notes
This section of activity 1 was answered very well. Candidates can clearly
determine what are inputs and outputs and what the system generates
automatically. The scenario should have helped them identify these.
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Activity 2
Introduction
Activity 2 is designed to test 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 of the unit specification ie the
Functional Specification. Any aspect of these can be tested.

Part A

An Example Answer
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Part B

An Example Answer
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Part C

An Example Answer
Format and Presence Check
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Range Check

Lookup Check
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Part D

An Example Answer
tblStock

tblCustomer

tblSupplier
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tblOrder

Notes
You will see that there are no annotations what-so-ever in the answer provided.
None are required in this activity and it is usually possible to answer this
question using three to four sheets of paper.
Candidates can go wrong in this activity in a number of places:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

They do not provide evidence in the order they have been asked to which
can make it extremely difficult, at times impossible, for the examiner to
find the correct evidence.
They do not make sure all of the tables etc can be seen in the relationship
diagram or they have not enforced referential integrity.
They show how they have built tables, relationships, append queries,
input masks, changed data types, created range checks etc. They are
only asked to show the final evidence.
You cannot see the table names in the screenshots.
You cannot see validation etc clearly as the screenshots have been cut off
or the field the validation belongs to is not in the screenshot or they have
taken screenshots from table view as opposed to design view.
They cut off the number of records at the bottom of the tables when they
crop the screenshots, they do not show at least five records or they take a
screenshot before the number of records is shown.
They show how they have normalised or include entity relationship
diagrams.
They do not realise that a Format check includes input masks
They do not ensure ‘limit to list’ is set to yes on combo boxes
They do not realise that a range can be applied to text as well as number
ranges eg “C” or “G”.
They create an input mask for postcode which does not take into account
the data in the table ie it would not actually work with that data.
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Activity 3
Introduction
Activity 3 is designed to test 7.3 and 7.7 of the unit specification ie the
Functional Specification. Any aspect of these can be tested.

Part A

An Example Answer
(i)-(iv)
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(v)

Notes
You will see that there are no annotations what-so-ever in part A. None are
required as the examiner can clearly see whether the task has been carried out
correctly as long as the screenshots are clear and actually show the generation
of keys/calculations etc. Please note the generation of primary keys are always a
part of the examination and can be generated in a number of different ways. In
this example it was decided to use right with DMAX and generate the key in the
default value of the field. The data mode of the form was set to add so that it
was automatically at a blank record as the form opened.
Where candidates did lose mark in the exam paper it was generally because they
had not shown how they had generated keys/calculations etc.
Some candidates did set the default value of the date in the table and used a
format of “ORD”000 on Order Number with a data type of AutoNumber. This
was acceptable providing they showed the evidence.
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Part B

An Example Answer

Notes
You will see that there are no annotations what-so-ever in answer provided.
None are required for this part of the activity.
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Part C

An Example Answer

1
2
3
4

5
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1. This action in the macro checks to see if CustomerID, ProductID or Number
Ordered is empty. If any of the three are then an error message is displayed
and the record does not save
2. This part of the macro does the opposite of the above it checks to make sure
there is data in CustomerID, ProductID and Number Ordered
3. The three dots means this checks the same as it did in number two but this
time it runs the update stock query
4. Again the three dots check all is present. This time a message is displayed to
Roderic telling him the order has been saved
5. Finally the macro goes to a new record ready for the next order.
The macro runs when you click the save button I showed you.

Notes
Annotations were added to clarify the macro for the examiners. Candidates can
go wrong is this part of the activity by:
1. Not showing all of the detail of the macro eg cutting of conditions, cutting off
actions or not showing arguments. The screenshot above shows them all
without needing other screenshots and is a good way of doing it
2. Where candidates have used an append query to save the order they
sometimes do not show the actual query. They are asked to screenprint any
macros, code and/or queries used so we are expecting to see all of it.
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Part D

An Example Answer
(i)-(ii)
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(iii)

Notes
You will see that there are no annotations what-so-ever in answer provided.
None are required for this part of the activity. In this example DMax was used to
generate the CustomerID. It was carried out in many different ways in the
exam and all that worked were rewarded providing the candidates had shown
how they had generated the key.
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Part E

An Example Answer

1
2
3
4

1. This part of the macro checks to see if the postcode is not present. If it is
not an error message is displayed
2. This part of the macro checks to see if there is a postcode. If there is the
record is saved
3. If there is a postcode a message is also displayed to Roderic telling him the
record has been saved
4. Finally the macro goes to a new record ready for the next customer
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Notes
Annotations were added at this point to clarify what the macro was doing. Again,
if candidates lost marks here it was generally because the macro actions could
not be determined as they had been truncated etc. At times, candidates also
forgot to show the append query if they had saved the customer using this
method.
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Part F

An Example Answer
(i)

(ii)
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(iii)

Notes
No annotations were added as none were required.
marks in this activity it was generally because they:

Where candidates lost

1. Put the Add Customer button on the customer form as opposed to the Order
Form
2. Did not think to show the form was blank when it opened. A blank form
would have been most suitable for all three forms but was tested in this part
of the activity.
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Activity 4
Introduction
Activity 4 is designed to test 7.8 of the unit specification Testing. Any aspect of
this can be tested.

Part A
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An Example Answer
(i)

(ii)
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(iii)
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Notes
No annotations were added as none were required.
marks in this activity it was generally because they:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Where candidates lost

Spelt the customer details incorrectly
Did not have matching details in the customer table compared to the form
Did not show the record for PR118 before the stock was updated
Did not include the order total on the order form
Did not show a record of the new order in the order table
Did not show the updated record for PR118

Overall this section was very well answered indeed.

Part B

An Example Answer
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Notes
No annotations were added as none were required.
marks in this activity it was generally because they:

Where candidates lost

1. Only showed the error message and not the data in the form
2. Covered the postcode with the error message
3. Showed the empty postcode but the message said the record had saved
The majority of candidates carried out this section correctly.
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Activity 5
Introduction
Activity 5 is designed to test the report aspect of 7.3 of the unit specification.

Part A

An Example Answer

Notes
No annotations were added as none were required. There were many different
criterion that could have been used to get the correct answer. This was only one
of them. Where candidates lost marks in this activity it was generally because
they:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Truncated the criteria or entered the criteria in an incorrect field
Only checked for less than (or greater than if criteria used on Re-Order Level)
Had speech marks around the field name as opposed to square brackets
Misspelt the field name
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Part B
An Example Answer

Notes
To view the report look at rptStock in the database. No annotations were
required in this activity. In this example the calculation for the total cost was
generated on the report. Some candidates chose to generate it in the query
which was fine providing the examiner could see the criteria clearly.
If Candidates went wrong it was generally because:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

They put their candidate and centre details in the report header of the
report so that the name only prints on the first page of the report
They do not put their candidates details on the report at all
They do not provide a design view screenshot
The did not put the report title in the page header – we wanted it to print
on all pages not just the front page
They truncated the calculations
They did not group correctly
The did not use the correct calculations
They did not show monetary amounts as currency with two decimal places
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Activity 6
Introduction
Activity 6 is designed to test the evaluation aspect of 7.8 of the unit
specification.

An Example Answer
This answer is an evaluation put forward by a candidate for this activity.
The scenario asked me to produce a prototype for Roderic Maine’s business
called Raptshia, which would handle orders and customer details and produce
stock checks. This will evaluate the prototype which I have produced and
describe how well it fills the client’s needs; it will also discuss further
recommendations for the prototype.
Adding New Orders
The prototype now allows the client to add new orders to the database, which
means the client will be able to keep orders tidy and easy to view. Not only this
but it will reduce the chance of an order going missing or the client losing an
order as each order is now clearly displayed in a table for the client to look over
if necessary. Before this prototype the client had to type in all details of the
order manually, now the system works out some of the information
automatically, this includes; generating a new sequential order number, applying
today’s date, working out the cost of the product selected and the overall cost of
the order. On paper this would have been done by the client which could easily
produce mistakes and incorrect amounts. This is a really effective way for the
client as the system now eliminates the easy mistakes and makes the whole
process faster for the business. When the client has to select a product and a
customer they use drop down boxes in the form, this has a positive impact on
the system as the client cannot type in a customer wrong or type a wrong
product in, the only mistake that could happen is the client may select the wrong
thing, however with the drop down boxes it does eliminate spelling errors and
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reduces the risk of mistakes which will help the client when he comes to actually
doing the order. To make sure that the stock levels are correct, the form will
automatically deduct the quantity that the client has inputted into the order form
based on the customer’s requests, and the system then subtracts this amount
from the amount that is in stock. This is a complicated process to keep track on
paper and again could easily be done wrong, this way will allow the client to
keep track of the stock a lot easier. Once the client has saved the order, it is
placed in one of four tables each of which contain relevant information, currently
there are four tables which are named; tblCustomer, tblSupplier, tblProduct and
tblOrder, each have information which is relevant to their name. The system has
been set up to place the information from the form into the corresponding tables
and fields. This helps organise the information neatly and easier which will allow
the client to reduce the chance of losing track of information. Through-out the
form message boxes appear and alert the client, these are either an
alert/warning or information. If the client does not enter information in a
particular field the form will alert the client by the use of a warning message box
and they will not be able to save the order until this has been amended, if the
client has entered everything correctly an information message box will alert the
client that the order has been saved to the database, this way the client will
know when they have done something to change the form and when they have
not done something correctly. During the building process I encountered a
problem, when it came to putting the Order data into the order table within the
database I got an error in my append query telling me that 16 records could not
be imported into the table, when I looked over the data I could see that for the
orders which would not import they all had an incorrect date, this was either
31/9/2010 and 31/11/2010, there are no such dates as these months only have
30 days. To overcome this problem I had to delete out these invalid records
from the database which then allowed my append query to work properly.
Adding New Customers
The client stated that he had previously been losing track of who he was selling
products to and what he was selling. He also stated that he received orders over
the phone, email and post and further more he said his business was growing
bigger which is why he needed a system to help him organise his business. This
indicates that new customers come to the business often. This means input of
new customers is vital to the database as all their information is important to
complete orders. This form allows the client to do this easily without having to
even enter the tables containing the other customers. This way not only stops
records being deleted or changed unnecessarily but also stops the client from
inputting information which is incorrect. For example the customer ID is
automatically sequentially generated. This makes sure that no customer has the
same ID and therefore reduces mistakes. I think this is one of the best features
on this form as it would be really difficult to manually work out how many
customers there were to then work out a new customer ID. All fields are again
checked to make sure all required information is entered accordingly, if not a
warning message box will alert them, if they have entering information correctly
an information box alerts the client that the customer has been saved to the
database and the form resets, this is to allow the client to add customers fast
and without making mistakes. It allows him to keep track of the customer
information as he stated it was currently proving difficult without a system in
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place. As well as this the customer postcode has extra validation in place to
make sure that the format of the entered information is only that of a valid
postcode. If the client was to enter an invalid format of the postcode the form
will not allow it and stops the client from typing until they use a correct letter or
number. I think this works really well as this will prevent the client from entering
incorrect customer postcodes which would have a big impact on the business if
they were incorrect as the products may not end up at the right place.
Produce Stock Checks
The stock checks are a very good way for the client to see what products they
need to re-order, from which supplier, the quantity and the costs. This can be
printed easily and easily read. If the client was to do this manually it could take
him hours to work out all the figures, this way it is fast and simple for the client
and will make the business run a lot more smoothly.
Further Functionality
A major flaw in the order form is currently it does not allow the client to select
more than one product in any one order. This is unrealistic as in the real world
many customers order a few products at any one time, at the moment the order
form allows the client to select a quantity but not multiple products. Maybe more
drop down boxes to select more than one product or even having an online
shopping basket on a website which would save the order to a online database
could vastly improve this.
Another flaw in the database is that there is no way of deleting old orders and
customers or archiving them without having to enter the tables. In the real
world the client would not be able to see the tables, queries or form designs. To
overcome this problem another form could allow the user to select an order or a
customer and then click a delete button, or on the other hand a main menu
providing a link to archive orders and customers older than maybe 3 years. This
would free up the database by reducing the size of it, and make it more
organised.
On top of this customers cannot be edited easily without entering a table. This is
not practical as people often change their contact details depending where they
are living and their circumstances. To amend this a form could be in place to
allow the client to select a customer and then edit any details relating to that
customer. This would keep the orders correct and make sure that the products
were being sent to correct place. In accordance with this a way of editing
products and adding new products could be done in a similar way.
Currently in the prototype there is no way of easily seeing which orders go
where and when or if they have been completed, this could be done by the use
of another form to select an order and then select whether or not it has been
completed, which would then mean the use of a report could show clearly what
orders have not been completed.
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Another report could show which product was the most popular, this would tell
the client what product was in demand and allow them to stock up on that item
to make sure they do not run out.
On top of these a main menu would be vital to navigate to the different parts of
the database as in the real world the client would probably not know how to use
or navigate around access. The main menu could stop the client from having
access to parts of the database which are not needed, for example the queries, if
a client changed something in this the database would no longer work to its full
capability.
The last improvement would be security, currently no password or log in details
are needed to gain access to the database, this means all customer and order
information is accessible to anyone that can get onto the computer or gain a
copy of the database file. If a log in form was present on opening the database
this would reduce that risk and keep everything secure. Only authorised persons
with log in details would be able to gain access.
Overall I am pleased with the prototype and I feel it fully meets the scenario
however the client could improve it on the mentioned further functionality if he
was to decide to turn this prototype into a fully working system for his business.
Notes
The evaluation is split into two distinct parts. Candidates should be revisiting
the scenario for the first part of the evaluation. They should be looking at what
was asked of them and whether the system they have built includes it. It has to
be evaluative ie has the requirement been met and to what degree. A running
commentary of what they have done to build the system is not suitable for the
higher mark bands.
The second part of the evaluation requires them to think of improvements. The
databases that they are asked to create are always limited in some way or form.
They should be thinking of how the functionality could be extended.
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